British Model
Flying Association

Examination Certificate

Multi-Rotor

Basic Proficiency
First Name…………..........................................…………Family Name ...............................................................................
Address ................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................................
BMFA No………………………….. A member of the .................................................................................................. Club
This is to Certify that the above has satisfactorily completed an Examination to the standard as required by BMFA for
the Multi-Rotor Basic Proficiency.
Signed ……………………………..................……….. Date .................................................................................................
Please Print Name .............................................................................................................................................................
Examiner No …………................…………. BMFA No ........................................................................................................
Model Details (Type, Wingspan, Engine size, etc.)
……………………...................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................

Check List
Done
(a)

Carry out pre-flight checks as required by the BMFA Safety Codes.

(b)

Take off and hover tail in over the take off point, with the multi-rotor skids at eye level, for about twenty
seconds and then land

(c)

Take off and hover for about five seconds then hover the multirotor slowly forwards for approximately five
metres, stop, and hover for about five seconds.

(d)

Hover the multi-rotor slowly sideways, either left or right, for approximately five metres, stop, and hover for
about five seconds

(e)

Hover the multi-rotor slowly sideways in the opposite direction for approximately ten metres, passing in front of
the pilot, stop, and hover for about five seconds

(f)

Hover the multi-rotor slowly sideways in the opposite direction for approximately five metres, returning to the
position in front of the pilot, stop, and hover for about five seconds

(g)

Fly slowly backwards, bringing the multi-rotor back over the take off point, stop, hover for about five seconds
and land

(h)

Take off and fly forward for 5 metres, hover for about five seconds, then turn sideways 90 degrees either left or
right and fly forward to perform two ‘lazy eights’, each at least 30 metres in length

(i)

At the conclusion of the ‘lazy eights’, bring the multi-rotor to a halt above the centre point, turn tail-in to the pilot,
hover for about five seconds and return to the landing pad

(j)

Complete post-flight checks required by the BMFA Safety Codes.
Answer five questions from the list of mandatory questions on legal aspects of model aircraft flying. Please
enter the number of the questions asked in the boxes below

Answer a minimum of five questions on safety matters from the BMFA Safety Codes and local flying rules.

This page is to be sent by the Examiner or the Candidate to:
BMFA, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrews Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE

......................................................................................................................................................................................
To be retained by the Candidate
Name: ......................................................................... BMFA No: .................................................................................
This is to Certify that the above has satisfactorily completed an Examination to the standard as required by BMFA for
the Multi-Rotor Basic Proficiency.
Signed …........………………………….................. Print Name ...............................................................................
Date ................................................. BMFA No ........................................... Examiner No ....................................

